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THE APPLICATION OF COMPUTERS TO THE  PLASTICS   INDUSTRY 

Tht title of this  lecture  1s  nry challenging, and there 
If • vast complex of Interesting questions which could 

he discussed  1n relation to the application of computer 

systems.    However, a  twenty-minute lecture means drastic 
limitation of the discussion for a few points of general 
Interest. 

t have therefore selected the following three main topics: 

1. Mow to optimize computer systems 

2. The Important role of computer software 

S.    Improved communication with the computer 

Before we go any further. It might he worth while to agree 

en the definition of some of the terms.    When I speak of 
"the computer system",  I refer to the overall system, 

comprising the human being, operational objectives, com- 

puter hardware and computer software.    The  term "bralnware" 
1s Introduced to designate the written computer-oriented 

task requirements, as distinct from computer software. 
MnaHy,  there Is the term "optimization":   this  Is  the 

process of defining a computer system configuration which 

meets the established operational requirements at minimum 

cost,  taking long-range requirements  Into account.    This 
leads  Into our first subject: 

(Chart No 1) 
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How to optireiie computer systems 

Effective computer systems have to be tailored to the 

Individuai needs of the user. In order to illustrate the 

»ulti-component management data flow within a given indus- 

trial organization, let us have a look at the following 

management pyramid. We recognize that this pyramid is 

built on the operational base directed by operational 

management, since 1t is operational management which de- 

termines the tactics.  Strategy will be carried out by 

middle management, and corporate policy by top management. 

Today, every company faces the problem of where to start 

using computers. In order to remain competitive, it is 

wise for every company to establish a long-term plan for 

a satisfactory computer system. 

(Chart No 2) 

For the p*st few years, everyone has been talking about 

management Information systems, which are certainly the 

goal for optimum computer utilization. Since such a 

challenging go^l will not be reached in one step, any 

long-term plan should define individual milestones for 

building up an optimum computer system step by step. 

This build-up has to start with data acquisition in the 

individual departments such as production, procurement, 

engineering, research and development, accounting and fi- 

nance, as well as the personnel department. Advanced 

systems will use terminals for automatic data acquisition 

which are either directly connected with a main computer 

or linked with satellite or process computers which pre- 
pare the data for the main computer. 
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Very often, these steps to automatic data acquisition are 

too costly to begin with. If so, d.ita acquisition may 

very well be started using punched card'., punched tapes 

or magnetic tapes, which arc  hand-carried to the central 

computer station.  A drawing computer system which is one 

day to become a management information system will require 

a data base which stores all the data needed for the various 

Information formats, in such a way that the desired infor- 

mation format can be generated merely with random access 

to the individual data. 

(Chart No 3) 

The  following chart shows a milestone plan which  I  now 

want to use to emphasize the Importance of strong program 

ménagement, which   I  think is  the only way to achieve an 

optimized computer concept.    Before  any  program team can 

start  Its work«   the short- and  long-range objectives  have 

to be established  by the user's management. 

Once a  program manager has been designated and  the  team 

set up, or when a competent sub-contractor has been selected, 

i system study phase may be carried  out.    After evaluation 

of the system study report, the user's management can either 

confirm or revise  the main objectives and decide on  the 

following phases.     The same routine may be used after comple- 

tion of the definition phase, which  should lead to the go- 

ahead  for the procurement phase.     The  l?st phase of such a 

computer Introduction program is  the  installation and 

training phase.     If  these program phases  ère conducted 

carefully and the general  rules of proqram management ob- 

served,  there should be a good chance of ending up with a 

computer system which  is optimized  for an  individual  user. 

(Chart Ho 4) 
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Before we  turn  to  the  topfe  "Computer  softw-r,-.   ,et  us 

have  *  look at  the history  of colters.     As we all  know 

amputer  life started  i„  the  1940s.    The so-called first 
o.neration lasted for almost  ,5 yeJrs, up t„ ,„„_ M- w 

«quipped with vacuum tubes.    The first computer, were 

programmed in «achine  lanouaoe.    Later on.  the first assem- 
blers were developed. 

The  second generation  lasted for only 5 year,.     It was 

•q«lpp.d with  transistors  and discrete electronic  co.po- 

n.nts.    The memory-access  time was reduced  to 10 micro- 

seconds.     It was at this  stag, that the need for standar- 
•Hzed computer  I.»,».,,,,  cá„ed c0.pj)er ,,,, „$ 

recognized.    The first compiler  languages and operation 

systems for Internal co.puter control were  Introduced. 

The  third generation b.,.n  to appear In ,«S.    TNI. gene- 

ration  1,  equipped with   integrated circuits.     The .e.ory- 

•ect«  11. ha,  been reduced right down to 0.5 microseconds, 
"h«ch   1,  .„  1»pr.„.„t  b,  tne  factor of ,„      ^^ ^^ 

t.rlstlc. of this generation are »ultl-progr.-ing. t1«.- 
sharing and remote data processing. 

Since   1968.  there  is a  so-c.l.ed modified third generation 

•Mch  no. employ, „diu- and large-scale Integrated elec- 

tronic circuits.    N,..ry-.cc.„ time has ag.ln be., Improved, 
t        t ., by a f.ct.r „, ,.    Ur„ „.„„,„ ^^ J 

Th. development of compter hardware in recent y..„ „„ 

been fantastic.    But what does it mean with regard    . 

computer application by  Individual companies? 

mt 
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There aro e.tremely  poworfu,  „.put.r,  ,,«  ,he Mrket 

«bichare fast and  have  a  very high dat.-processino   ' 
«P.city.     But  the  officient  „„  „f  thrSP  „.,,„,„,  com. 

Puters  depends  on   the  software pack,„.5  available       H 

...  b.  safely stated   that  the e.ectronU  computer  hardware 
n«»  left software development far behind. 

{Chart Ko 5) 

let m recall how computer programming started. 

Tte first le.,1 ,., tB, „ch1„e „n9uage Uself  in t(ie 

-«t echelon w, find the so-called assembler languages. 

•Mch ..re developed by ,.ch computer manufacturer for 

»1. own computer systems. These language, allow for pro- 

gr.rn.ing with alpha-numerical instructions, which are 

•..tctlc.l.y translated by the computer using the assembler 
U.ers of . „rg, nu,bir „f aifferent type$ of co„puters 

very soon demanded programs with a common and easily under- 

standable structure for all types of computers. The com- 

piler languages, such as COBOL. FORTRAN. HGOl tH  oU)ers 
•ere developed and introduced. The main advantage of the' 

co-pller languages, apart fro. st.nd.rdimi.n. t, the fact 

that they are problem-oriented and easier to learn than 
assembler languages. 

(Chart No 6) 
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—o„. „ :;:,,•;::;; rs<"stirts 
nice to bring to your attention. 

«-Ü ;.. "P irr
4?"; POisib,"t' » *»- fh. ^ typical  converter language designed on 

ooir.H •. *    , »»trees 20 days used to be re- 
quired to train COBOL oroara.»...«     <*  * 

.«MIM      . * Spending on the given task      In :;:::;::;nr
,d,m n »• *•«« «* -«.U 

(Chart Kg?) 
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(Chart No 8) 
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Let me  explain  the  working  principio  of   our converter 

using  the following charts.     The  converter  program, 

stored  on punched  cards,  is  complemented  by  the  file 

descriptions  stored  in the  so-called  file manager, and 

is  subsequently  converted   into a   COBOL   source program 

by using the  intelligence of  the  converter  program.     The 

conversion results can themselves  be stored on a disk- 

file,   on punched cards or printed  out   in  list form      Th. 

development of our COBOL converter program required four 

"a«-ytars of work  by highly qualified compiler experts. 

(Chart No 9) 

»ow t0 0Ur 1aft IMb^ct:  "»»Proved Cô-MMCU«»» »Uh  »,. 
ejfflfuter".   

Ut us  use the following figure to discuss a desirable 

dialogue between a manager and his  computer  system.    Assum- 

ing that the manager talks through a microphone,  the instruc 

tlons  given or the  requests made are fed  to a decision 

logic.     This  logic  then decides whether  data  retrieval  can 

start  immediately,  that  is,  <f the   information is already 

available, or whether a dialogue  is  required,  that is.   if 

existing  information formats  have  to he modified using 
existing programs. 

The third and  last possibility would te  the generation ef 
new programs  to solve a given  task. 

The most  important requirement  for such  a system is the 

data base already discussed.    Ine  Information results and/ 

or  instructions given by the computer system will  be dis- 

Played audlo-visually to the manager.    One of  the fundamental 
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